Shuttle Stopped
Not Enough Student Use

by David Barnes
news editor

Shuttle service between the north and south campuses will be dropped Friday, Oct. 5 because of a lack of need, said Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services Lawrence Schlender.

At the maximum, 150 students used the shuttle each day, he said. The service has cost the university $13,000 to operate.

Approximately 300 – 400 students had signed petitions asking that the shuttle service be continued, Schlender said, but the number of students who actually spent the service couldn’t justify its cost.

Schlender said he would raise the possibility of making the shuttle permanent with the UM-St. Louis Senate – Physical Facilities committee on Oct. 18.

The cost of a permanent shuttle would vary with the amount of service it would provide, he said, but a rough estimate would be of around $100,000. It would be paid for out of increased parking fees, approximately $1 a month for faculty and $3 a month for a dollar a semester for students.

South campus students who want to save the shuttle say that it saves them driving time if they have a class on north campus.

One of the students who would be inconvenienced by the shuttle’s closing is Chris Conner, a sophomore. In the mornings, she drops her child off at the daycare center on South Campus, drives to the north campus for her classes, and then drive back to South Campus for a class. The shuttle saved her about an hour of driving and looking for parking places on each campus, she said. "I could sit and study instead of driving around looking for a space."

Conner also complained that the service had never been promoted enough to let all the students know about it.

YOU’RE MISTRED: UM-St. Louis police officer Norman Jacobs writes out a parking ticket. The forces stopped issuing warnings two weeks ago.

Malcolm McDonnell, trumpet rascal, performing for the Monday Noon Series on Oct. 1. (Photo by Nicole Menke)

Fire Causes
Power Outage;
Minor Damage

by David Barnes
news editor

A fire broke out in an electrical junction box last Sunday causing a loss of power to all buildings on South Campus but no structural damage.

The junction box, approximately the size of an office desk, is located near any of the buildings. No cause for the fire has been found, said Acting Assistant Vice Chancellor of Administrative Services Bonnie Brosos, but vandalism isn’t suspected because the paddocks had not been tampered with.

A woman who was on call was able to put out the fire with a fire extinguisher before the fire department arrived.

The damage in the junction box will cost the university $10,000-$15,000, Brosos estimated.

The lights went out in the parking lot at 12:07 a.m. Firemen later electricity was restored and Sunday morning classes were not interrupted.

Many faculty members received calls that depend on electricity, Brosos said, including one teacher who said a five year project that needed to be stored in negative 70 degrees Celcius. She was worried about the telephone and no damage was sustained to her project or computer.

A list is kept with the names and phone numbers of all researchers who have projects that might be damaged from electrical loss.

The classrooms are also kept on South Campus but didn’t suffer any ill effects from the loss of air conditioning.

Sims said she was happy with the way the emergency lighting worked during the power outage and the way the entire emergency system operated.

Anatoly Comotta, associate news editor

Students/Faculty Ponder Possible Pub

by Christine McGraw
associate news editor

Students and faculty at UM-St. Louis had some strong feelings when asked if they would approve of a ruling which would provide for the regular sale of alcohol on campus.

Alla Pruzhansky, president of the Student Government Association, said she would disapprove of the sale or consumption of alcohol on campus unless it was for special university events, such as a banquet. Pruzhansky felt that if the university wanted to sell alcohol, it would take a level of control to set up right.

"I think it’s a bad idea on campus," Pruzhansky said. "Someone would have to be there to check identification and make sure that people are 21."

Athletic Director Charles Smith said if alcohol were to be sold on campus during athletic events, he would be concerned about it.

"It wouldn’t look very fixed for alcohol to be sold on campus when we try to keep the athletes themselves away from it," Smith said.

Smith doesn’t feel alcohol would increase attendance or consciousness during games, but he worries how crowded and people driving home under the influence. Smith also said it would be too far for unlicensed bars.

"If we’re going to do something, do it in a way that the whole campus can become involved," said Smith.

Jeff Thompson, a member of the UM-St. Louis swim team, disagreed with Smith.

"Most of the students who come to the events like to drink beer, and it helps ease the boring moments," Thompson said.

Marlon Addis, a member of the tennis team, said he thought the sale of alcohol at sporting events would be a great revenue.

"It would make more money for the athletic department. Maybe our program would get some more money," Addis said.

Kirk Workman, a sophomore at UM-St. Louis, thinks drinking is a bad idea for the better of the school.

"There’s plenty of places you can drink. You’re free to drink, not to get wasted and see someone get hurt," Workman said.

Larry Fields, a student at UM-St. Louis feels the same way.

"There’s really no need; we’re here to learn, not to drink."

"If you’re old enough to use it, then you should be responsible with it," commented Christine Big, a student at UM-St. Louis.

Mark Gills, another UM-St. Louis student, had mixed feelings.

See Ponder, page 4

Campus Reminder

Remember class deadlines are true to all students and faculty.

Officials Disagree
Rule Change Might OK Alcohol Sales

by Christine McGraw
associate news editor

A pub in the Underground? Students drinking on campus?

Recent changes in the University of Missouri’s alcohol policy have left students officials in disagreement about its interpretation.

UM-St. Louis interim chancellor Blanchard Toulis said the policy change was not meant to allow the regular sale and consumption of alcohol by students on campus.

Board of Curm:men presideni Evie Louis tofner agreed. "We’re not going to setup a bar on campus," she said. Previous proposals was only meant to clarify the previous policy.

But David McIntire, vice chancellor of student affairs at UM-Columbia, who drafted the new policy, said this interpretation would allow campus officials to approve a permanent establishment set for sale or consumption of alcohol.

According to McIntire, the chancellor’s approval would be needed. But Toulis said she does not have the power to approve such a move.

"The question is mine," she said, adding that the issue of the policy has not changed.

As in the addition of four words, "or other designated facilities," to the existing policy. The policy states that "with "appropriate surveillance," the sale and consumption of alcohol may take place in "approved University
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SATURDAY Oct. 6
LET’S PARTY: Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month continues with an all-day program from 9am to 6pm in both J.C. Penney Building and the University Summit Lounge. The program will include singing, dancing, children’s programs and ethnic foods. Call 553-5692.

TUESDAY 9
ABORTION VIOLENCE: Allison M. Hille will discuss abortion clinic violence in the United States from 12:30 to 1:30pm in Rm. 211 Clark Hall. Discussion of Public Information and Education at the Hope Clinic for Women, also will talk about how this violence affects women. Call the Women’s Center at 553-5380.

THURSDAY 11
MIND EFFECT OF AIDS: Suzanne Rose will discuss the psychological effect of the AIDS epidemic on women from 12:30 to 1:30pm in Rm. 211 Clark Hall. Call the Women’s Center at 553-5380.

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE
For Sale 1983 Toyota Tercel 2 dr hatch good condition. No dents or dings 90,000 miles. 5 spd, just passed 6/4/83 August inspection. Asking $1800 call Kew 644-7419 between 9:00 am and 5:00 pm for more information.

FOR RENT
GOVERNMENT HOMES
1 br $1 repair. Dated, not公元 property. Repossessions. Your area (1) 906-867-5000. ext. 2570 for current rent info.

HELP WANTED
EARN MONEY TYPING FROM HOME. Up to $50.00 a week possible. Amazing recorded message details. CALL 24 Hrs. 1 (202) 312-3356 D.C.

Best Fundraiser On-Campus! Looking for a passion, property or student organization that would like to earn $500-$1000 for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Ashley or Amy at (900) 692-2121.

Part-time position excellent: PC experience working and stay home on-campus and West County location. Peer to Peer experience (with decent attitude) needed. Call Jumper on Jumper's Inter Campus Programs: 1-800-346-5524.

Accuracy Plus Word Processing Services. For all your typing needs. Includes dissertations, theses, term papers, research papers, etc.... Computer spell check, grammar/punctuation check, 15 years secularial experience, professional work at affordable prices. By appointment only. Call Ann at 819-3299.

Mature Responsible individuals who would like to watch 2 children: 4 y.o. girl and a 2 y.o. boy. Needed 9:30 am to 3:30pm 4 days per week. My home is centrally Located near UMB. Call Pal 383-1618 or 447-5883.

Immediate openings available for telephone interviewers at West County Location. Must be articulate, have pleasant telephone manner, and legible handwriting. Monday-Friday, flexible schedule. Also evenings with hours, Call Kai 460-8383.

Bac'sin's at Westport is now hiring servers, hostesses, delivery person, busboys and cooks experienced in pizza making. Apply at Bac'sin's 940 Westport Plaza next to the Furrerne.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Cancun and the Bahamas Organize a small group and you can finance FRE (1-800-346-5850 for more information).

Voice-Talk seeks campus representatives for selling interactive voice messaging services on campus. Voice-Talk is the leading voice messaging network with an office in St. Louis. Student will be able to gain substantial commissions and experiences. Prior sales or customer service desirable. Send resume to Voice-Talk at 12180 Olivia Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63141.

St. John's Mercy Medical Center is currently seeking experienced Officers for our Safety and Security Department. The position requires an Associates Degree in related field with previous experience in security field; Hospital security experience and Bachelor's degree preferred. Candidates must have excellent written and oral communication skills as well as a neat appearance. Hours: Full-Time, Day and Night shifts. St. John's offers an excellent starting salary and benefits package. Qualified applicants apply in person or send resume to: Personal Security Department St. John's Mercy Medical Center 615 N. Ballas Road St. Louis, MO 63105.

Classified Photography- Professional photographers for weddings, commercial, advertising, portrait, etc. Place your ad Bryan or Kelly at 291-0301.

I have 2(2) Six Flags tickets for sale. Buy now to enjoy St. Louis last days of summer-like weather. Expire: Oct. 26 Black out date: every Sun. Price: $20.00 for both.

Guitar lessons!!! $5 per half hour lesson taught in my home. Learn to read sheet music or just play the hit songs. Theory taught too. Lessons taught on Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday nights. Call Brad at 469-5354 for scheduling.

I NEED THE NEW MATCH OR BIG MONKEY INTERPRETIVE ALBEMUM THIRD EDITION BY CHARLES MCKNIGHT CALL MICHAELE AT 447-4467 OR AT THE CURRENT $74.74.

PERSONALS
Joan, Well I'm me Heather. But I tell you that all Along. I am so glad you are my daughter. I feel so proud of you. I will be there for you. Love your Mom, Heather Monunak.

To Down. You are a great daughter! Good luck this semester! Alpha Xi Delta love, Molly. Send your Alpha Xi DeltA to her. Alpha Xi DeltA to us.

To new Alpha Xi outlooks, welcome to our sisterhood. We love you. The sisters of Alpha Xi.

Brie, Computer time is always a pleasure see you next week at U Center.

Cheese cake! Have a super week! Don't be too hard on all on these girls you pull over.

Love your Zeta, Lisa R.

Door Poppin', I just wanted to thank you for helping me study for my big biology test. Your insights were just what I needed to get me through.

Love your Zeta.

Geoguess, Hey hatty what's up? Are there any ice cubes? I'd really like to do this lunchtime in the parking lot again sometime. See ya around work.

AM I PREGNANT?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

Call 553-5175

24-Hour Phone Service

Work at our place, at your pace.

We know that sometimes you have the kind of week that only you can do. That's why at Kinko's, you can come in and work yourself to our Maxiimun computers. We'll even give you $2 off of your hourly rental rea to itself. We'd love to help. Call 553-5175.

Open 7 Days
524-7549
6441 Forsman Rd.
(3 miles from campus)

The fastest that's working today.

You're not just printing, you're getting results that pay off.

465-1244

kinko's
the copy center

$2 per hour Off Mac Rental
85¢ per hour on dual screen Macintosh computer line, with participating Kinko's.

From 85¢ (up to 3 hours) per $115.00 off per hour with unlimited use, at participating Kinko's.

$50 to $100 in coupons per customer. Valid only with this offer. Offers expire in 60 days.

NEED TO MAKE A BIG MOVE...INCREASE YOUR ALCAMERIDE EDITION AND ALA CERSE BRENTHAM EXP .-AT THIS SPECIAL PRICE.

CLANS S I FIE D S ------------------------~----------------~

To the public:
Bettes St. Smith/Auer
For Call 553-5692.

The New Match or Big Monkey Interpretive Album Third Edition by Charles McKnight Call Michelle at 447-4467 or at the current $74.74.
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I NEED THE NEW MATCH OR BIG MONKEY INTERPRETIVE ALBEMUM THIRD EDITION BY CHARLES MCKNIGHT CALL MICHAELE AT 447-4467 OR AT THE CURRENT $74.74.
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$50 to $100 in coupons per customer. Valid only with this offer. Offers expire in 60 days.
Alcohol Acceptable On Campus

Alcohol on campus - Why not?
Some would say that a university is a place for academics, not drinking games. College is the time for students to complete their formal and informal education in order to prepare them for the real world. Part of education is learning how to deal with various social situations. One such situation is drinking and/or being around people who drink.

Having low proof alcohol, such as beer, in a controlled environment is more legally old enough to purchase it should be acceptable and permissible. That doesn’t mean a free for all beer bash.

There is a time and a place for everything. Putting alcohol in an alcohol accessible place such as the Underground is not a viable option. It does not simulate a typical life situation. Few companies allow their employees to access alcohol during the work day.

But what about in certain social settings such as campus parties or athletic events? Most social events take place after school on weekends, a student’s free time. If a legal adult wants to buy a beer and is capable of doing so, why not?

The last issue for liability for drunk driving would be one answer. Solutions can be found for that. Stop serving thirty minutes to an hour before the end of the event. Hire reliable bartenders who would not stop serving someone who is obviously intoxicated.

Drinking is an acceptable form of relaxation in today’s society, why isn’t on campus?

College is a place where many students experience many new things for the first time. Trying beer in a controlled setting would be much more preferable than doing shots in a park somewhere.

Letters To The Editor

Gulf War Is More Than Gas War

To the editor:
In the past 13 edition of the Current, an editorial is critical of the United States for allowing ourselves to become dependent on foreign countries for some of our energy needs. The writer then proceeded to rambble on meaninglesses, and in some cases, inaccurate examples of Americans’ wasteful consumption habits. (I.e. I was never aware the U.S. had to import any food of consequence)

But why bolder discussing the writer’s argument when the whole premise of the essay is based on the mistaken assumption we are in the Gulf merely to protect cheap energy.

What about Iran’s approval of chemical weapons?
What about Hussein’s potential nuclear capability that could be five years down the road?

And finally, what kind of example would our inaction have served to other psychopathic third world dictators?

Americans can benefit a few more cents at the gas pump.

The end means we are in the Gulf of an unoffensive Saddam Hussein from leveling half of Israel and set an example to those who would follow his path of aggression.

Robert L. Knol

TKE Alum Disgusted By Personal

To the editor:
Most recently I, the Sept. 20 issue of the Current, as usual I was appalled by the personal ad that read: To the men of ‘Tu Kappe Elopian, Your tenacity is enough to make me (name)’ signed One Opinions.”

Weather or not this personal ad is valid is not the point I wish to make. I personally guarantee the strength of an individual who wishes to make, what some view, a libel remark against an organization and then sign is anonymously.

I would hope that not only this organizations, but all organizations on the UM-St. Louis campus are open to listen to any grievance by an individual or organization regarding any statement, whether by chance a grievance is directed to an individual, then such problem should be left with the individual not the organization as a hole.

Don’t ask what could be a libel remark against an organization when an organizations image and demeanor seem to a key component in it’s success, particularly when a problem may very easily be solved by a simple discussion.

My second reaction is that if one did view such a given remark as being libel then who is responsible for it printing? The Current has the responsibility to reject or accept any gives personal. Perhaps this personal should have been respond on its disregard for the truth.

For many year’s I have enjoyed reading the personal column with the Current. Providing thoughts, announcements for organizations, congratulations to friends, or a note to a sweetheart who always keeps the Personalas something I never forget to read.

With nudges of the Current would submit more responsible and sincere personalas in the future.

Sincerely, Jeffrey B. Salter
Alumnus of Tu Kappe Elopian

Facilitator Invites Students To Hyperlab

To the editor:
I was sorry to read the letter from Karen Weinsmeier expressing her dissatisfaction with the way in which the Student Computer Fun has been handled. I would like to take this opportunity to invite Karen and all students to the existing student Hyperlab, a cooperative project between UM-St. Louis students and the Center for Academic Computing (CAC).

Located in 409 Social Science Building (SSB), Hyperlab is the new Macintosh facility attached to the University’s Writing Lab. The cost hardware in the facility—seventy-five networked Macintosh IIe computers, a powerful file server, and two LaserWriter printers—were paid for by your student computer funds. CAC provides Writing Lab users giving on-station support and writing assistance. The addition of computers to the Writing Lab has also increased the expansion of the Writing Lab’s hours: Monday-Thursday 10 am-10 pm; Friday 10 am-4 pm; Saturday 1 pm-5 pm, and Sunday from 1-pm. Students not remote in Hyperlab with any computer experience or flavor of knowledge in the area of computer technology, it is only necessary that students provide their own double-sided, double-density, 3.5” diskettes if they wish to save their work (we provide I applications software that is available in Hyperlab a, of course, usually print them. I have the responsibility to accept or reject any gives personal. Perhaps this personal should have been respond on its disregard for the truth.

In addition, thanks to the generosity of Apple Computer, Inc. and Fonsbook Computers, Hyperlab is a high Macintosh and Mac compatible computer. Although the hardware was not paid for by student funds, CAC chose to make this valuable resource available to everyone on campus in learning and for the purpose to student and faculty development.

For more information, the lab features disk publishing and presentation tools donated by Alto Corporation, and an existing audio media package donated by Macintosh, Incorporated.

Sincerely, Hybri

Hypertab Facilitator
**New Guinea: Cultures Combine**

by Jennifer C. Smith

Witchcraft, spiritual folklor and modern technology all combine to make Papua, New Guinea—the largest island in the world—one of the most colorful societies in the world, as described in a recent Monday News Beat feature.

Jackie Lewis-Harris, coordinator of Youth Programs for the San Diego Art Museum, offered a vivid picture of the country, which is located about 750 miles north of Australia. Surrounded by the Pacific Ocean, the island comprises 2,48,630 square miles of land with a tropical climate.

Eighty-five percent of the country’s diverse population still lives in villages. Stakeholders include those of Polynesian, Negroid and Papuan descent, as well as Chinese, Malaysian, English, American and Australians. The people communicate in over 750 languages.

While some residents practice Christianity, nearly 70 percent of the people practice local traditional spiritual beliefs—which until as recently as the 1960s included cannibalism and head hunting. Lewis-Harris said, the island a popular jock among Papua citizens when they are the first missionary (who tasted like pig meat) the shoes would touch the longest; as they had to be cooked repeatedly to achieve them up.

Incidents of witchcraft will take place, primarily in the forest on the island. Class fights for small strips of dry land between the swamp lands.

Men and women villages deep in separate houses, Lewis-Harris said, because men considered ‘hot’ and women considered ‘cold.” It is believed that a woman entering a man’s quarters would ‘inject’ the magic inside.

The colorful history of the See New Guinea, page 6

**Policy,** from page 1

would allow the university to sell or serve alcoholic beverages in the residence hall or cafeteria, so long as the cafeteria the coffee shop,

Melk said an alcohol policy task force had been organized at Miami two years ago to reform the existing alcohol policy, but the proposed policy provided little attention due to a frequent turn-over in policy.

If the chancellor wanted, we could set up a bar on campus.

Melk said a new task force, which revised the proposal, was formed by UM-Columbia Chancellor Monroe approved it, and it was then sent to the Board of Trustees, who unanimously passed the proposal at their Aug. 3 meeting.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Louis “Sandy”Magdon said he didn’t think the policy change warranted a major change in direction. “We’re not interested in doing anything different,” he said. “If anything, we’re looking for less drinking, not more.”

**Ponder,** from page 1

on the issue.

“As first it sounds like a good idea. If adults are dealing with it, it shouldn’t be a problem. But there should someone who teaches it.”

**CONVERSATIONS WITH FACULTY AND STAFF**

MONDAY, Oct. 8 - Van Reidhead
Chair of Anthropology

Tuesday, Oct. 15 - Judy Linville
Lecturer in English

Oct. 22 - Chuck Smith
Director of Athletics

Informal discussion, open to the public

Come and join us

Sponsored by Wesley Foundation, the campus ministry

sponsored by: The United Church of Christ, Presbyterian (USA), United Methodist, Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)

**OPMA Student Chapter Night**

The October meeting of the Data Processing Management Association will be held Tuesday, October 23, 1980 at the Holiday Inn-Downtown St. Louis, 200 N. 4th Street. The social hour and Student Chapter Highlights will begin at 6:00 p.m. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m., and the All-dinner program will begin at 8 p.m. The guest speaker will be Michael F. Shuman, chairman of the board and CEO of Engineered Air Systems, Inc. For more information, contact your St. Louis Chapter OPMA, Mary El-Bakri, at 314-332-5105.

**Shoot Free Throws For 3 Minutes In...**

**A Quick Shooter & Be Eligible to Win $1,000.00 In Cash...**

Official Sponsor: Mr. Doug Vaughn EKOV Sportscaster
You don’t have to be good to compete... Deadline for entry - Nov. 7

Saturday, Nov. 17, 1990
Meramec Community College
11333 Big Bend Blvd.
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

**What are you going to be when you “grow up”?**

On Saturday, October 6, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., St. John’s Mercy Medical Center is hosting an information conference.

**Healthy Choices—Careers in Health Care**

At the conference, you’ll be able to:

• Ask questions of faculty members of St. John’s Mercy allied health programs and other St. John’s Mercy medical professionals

• See demonstrations of equipment those medical professionals use in their work

• Schedule tours of the professionals’ areas

• Set up an appointment to “shadow” or follow a professional—and find out what being in that field or profession really involves

The health care industry is expected to become the second largest industry in the nation. In Missouri, hospitals currently employ 100,000 people in professions ranging from management to medical; nurses in professional care. By the year 2000, more than 12 million people will be employed in the U.S. health care industry.

So, if you don’t have an answer to the ever-present question, “What are you going to do when you grow up?” or even if you’re a little unsure, come find out about career opportunities in the health field.

Date: October 6, 1990
Time: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Place: Seminar Hall, Conference Center
Cost: Free (for more information call 314-693-4204)

**CALLING ALL MARKETING MAJORS!**

The UM-St. Louis Current is looking for advertising sales representatives. If you are outgoing, have some communication skills and would like to grab some fast cash, contact Tom Kovach at 353-6713 or stop by #60 Blue Metal Office Building.

**Stop in for Your Chance To Win $1,000,000 and Get A FREE FROZEN YOGURT**

Show your valid UM-St. Louis I.D. and get a free frozen yogurt with any purchase.

Please present student ID when ordering.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE STUDENT SEES CAMPUS WITH NEW EYES

Sahiba Janssen, 25, a German foreign exchange student, looks at what she sees at U of St. Louis.

By Nicole Monke

Sahiba Janssen, 25, a German foreign exchange student, looks at what she sees at U of St. Louis.

Sahiba Janssen sits in the international student center on November 1 at U of St. Louis. Janssen is a senior at the Technical University of Munich majoring in computer science.

Janssen was accepted into the university in 1994 through the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), a government-sponsored program.

The program allows international students to study in Germany.

Janssen was born and raised in Stuttgart, Germany, and she is one of 30,000 foreign students attending German universities this year, according to the DAAD.

Janssen said she was a good student in high school and went on to study computer science in college.

She said she was excited to come to the United States because she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.

Janssen said she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.

Janssen said she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.

Janssen said she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.

Janssen said she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.

Janssen said she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.

Janssen said she had heard that American students were smart and hardworking.
Jan. 29 course—continued

**Multicultural Teacher Training**

To study racial, ethnic, religious and cultural groups in the U.S., a seminar titled "Teacher Training in Multicultural Education" is being offered for elementary and middle school educators. Participants will explore the role of prejudice, increase their understanding of diverse groups and learn classroom strategies. The workshop will have a seminar format with discussion, multicultural research, guest speakers, films and readings. Evaluation may include individual projects, papers and tests to be graded by the instructor.

Fee for the Oct. 9 through Jan. 29 course is $275.50 for graduate credit and $233.10 for undergraduate credit or auditing. For more information call Brenda Shanno at 871-5577. To register, call Brenda Shanno at 553-5961.

**MLK Jr. Holiday Committee Being Formed At UMSL**

Planning for the 1991 MLK Jr. Student observance of its Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. holiday has started. Student organizations, black students, professional staff, student association members and the UMSL Student Affairs Association have been invited to be members of the planning committee. There will be two meetings at an initial. The first meeting will be on Wednesday, October 7, 5:30-6:30 in room 1191 C.C. Penney. A box lunch will be provided, or those interested in attending should contact the Equal Opportunity Office.

**Teaching Economics To Kids Through Using 'Zooconomy'**

To introduce students in grades four through eight to economic concepts, a program is being developed by the UM-St. Louis Center for Economic Education in which they will be able to play and operate a simulated zoo. To familiarize educators with this program, two concurrent conferences are planned from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 19, at the St. Louis Zoological Park. The fee for each conference is $40, and participants will receive complete "Zooconomy" curriculum materials, a continental breakfast and lunch will be provided. There are two programs that will be examined:

- **Zooconomy I: Zoo Decisions** is an introduction to basic economic principles geared toward fourth through eighth grade students. The curriculum contains ten lessons that help students develop analytical and critical thinking skills through economics with an integration of science, math, language arts and map skills. Students take an active role as zoo designers in this simulation.

- **Zooconomy II: Zoo Business** has been developed for sixth to eighth graders. It is an economics, social studies and business organization, sources of revenue and costs of production, profits, consumer demand and consumer business decisions will be discussed.

New Guinea, from page 4

New Guinea is a paradise, not Australia. People are illustrated through their colorful dress and delightful attitude. The island is surrounded by such a wealth of beautiful scenery and such a variety of people and animals, that one can spend a lifetime here and never see everything.

**EXQUISITELY EROTIC FILM A BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTION**

Gloria Foster, ABC TV

"A 10. AN EXQUISITELY EROTIC FILM. A BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTION."
**Soccer Teams Are Rowing Up A Storm**

**Men Win Here and Away**

The UM-St. Louis men’s soccer team surfaced above the 500 mark for the first time this season with a pair of victories over the weekend. The injury-saddled Rivermen improved their winning streak in three games with 1-0 victories over Wisconsin-Parkside on Friday, September 28, and Southern Indiana on Sunday, September 30. The wins upped their overall record to 6-4.

"We had to have these two games or we would be out of the national playoff picture," said head coach Don Dulan. "We played well, especially defensively, against two good teams."

The Rivermen, playing with only 13 available bodies, gained a huge victory over Wisconsin-Parkside last Friday at the UM-St. Louis Soccer Stadium. The visitors came into the match ranked ninth in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletic Polls.

Daran Stackrak scored the winning goal on a penalty kick at 45 minutes, 40 seconds into the game. It was his third of the season, all on penalty kicks.

Two days later, the Rivermen kept their playoff hopes alive with a win over Crusaders for the Southern Indiana. The Scarecrows Eagles were ranked fifth in the region, ahead of UM-St. Louis, and 18 nationally going into the game.

Steve Valle scored the decisive goal midway through the first half. Tenth ranked Brian Hendren scored the only goal of his career with a goal kick past the UM-St. Louis goalie Blaisek at 18 minutes into the second half. It was also his second game-winner on the last three games.

GOT IT! Steve Valle wears the expression of a true soccer player as he strives for it with a pulled hamstring. Steve Luebke and Andy Nato are out with knee and wrist injuries, respectively. Matt Mohrwalder and forward Craig Fredderking did not play for the Wisconsin-Parkside game because of various ailments.

The total number of shots during last season’s games with 38 goals in 22 games. Last season, they scored 3 goals in 12 games. Last season, they scored 14 goals in 22 games. They have also outscored their opponents by a 224-16 margin. The total number of shots during last season’s games was 544 in 18 games. Fredderking, Matt Miller, and Cheryle Spence, Karen Merlo, and Annette Truax are the top scorers of all time with 16 points each.

Adding to the offense is defender Steve Valle’s bathe the Sig Pi’s 14-0 win over Arkansas-Little Rock on October 3, and host Northern Illinois on October 7 at 2 p.m.

**The Tide Is Rolling In Riverrwomen’s Direction**

**Women Win All Yet Take Second In Own Tournament**

The UM-St. Louis women’s soccer team is on a winning streak. The Riverwomen won all three games in the UM-St. Louis Tournament to improve their overall record to 8-2-2. UM-St. Louis defeated second in its own tournament, despite winning all three games. UM-St. Louis and Southern Illinois-East Edwardsville both were undefeated in the tournament, but the Riverwomen won the overall goal differential and were declared champions.

Nevertheless, the Riverwomen were impressive in winning games. They beat nationally ranked Quincy on Tuesday, September 25, and then scored a 3-1 win over Arkansas-Little Rock on Saturday, September 29, and a 4-3 victory over Texas A&M on Sunday, September 30.

"It was a real tough effort," said head coach Melissa DeGuzia. "We’re getting production from a lot of different people. I’m really pleased with their right now."

Several individuals had standout performances for the Riverwomen. Professor Mark Miller scored two goals and an assist for the "Wavc." He scored the winning goal in the game in the Southern Indiana. It was his second game-winning goal this season (photo by Jeff Kuchen)."
BUMP IT UP! A member of a volleyball league prepares to hit the ball during one of the games last week. (photo by Nicole Merkle)

Advertise With The
American Red Cross

William L. Cronin, LLM, CPA, Attorney at Law, is looking for bright accounting, pre-law, business or other students who have a number of years to go to graduation. Employment in this law practice is expected to give you contact with the difficulties of real life, practical skills that employers find desirable and better grades while you are in school. If you are selected for this challenging opportunity, you will be offered educational expense assistance, flexible hours, social security contributions, paid training, performance reviews, advancement opportunities, wage reviews, career counseling, expense reimbursements and competitive wages.

William L. Cronin, LLM, CPA is located near public transportation and is both an equal opportunity and an affirmative action employer. Particular consideration will be given to those who have not had the tremendous advantage of having been born to wealthy parents. If hired, Federal Law requires that you furnish documentation showing your identity and that you are legally authorized to work in the United States. Call 576-5553 for an application.

FORBIDDEN FORTUNE

Dear Friend,

I challenge you to job as a title company examiner. Examine a title in an average of 30 minutes or less. No computer or high-speed modem necessary. Begin earning $10 per hour with a limited time trial. For more information, call 1-800-555-1212.

K.C. Shreiber, President

HERE’S PROOF

- I’ve finished my job and am ready to go. I know that your future depends on how well your retirement system performs. TIAA-CREF has been the premier retirement system for people in education and research for over 70 years. We have enabled over 200,000 people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. And over 1,000,000 more are now planning for the future with TIAA-CREF.

Becauset it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on how well your retirement system performs. TIAA-CREF has been the premier retirement system for people in education and research for over 70 years. We have enabled over 200,000 people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. And over 1,000,000 more are now planning for the future with TIAA-CREF.

Becauset it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on how well your retirement system performs. TIAA-CREF has been the premier retirement system for people in education and research for over 70 years. We have enabled over 200,000 people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. And over 1,000,000 more are now planning for the future with TIAA-CREF.

THE AUTOMATIC TELLER
Normandy Bank

Here’s why the Smart Money at University of Missouri is Going with TIAA-CREF as if the Future depended on it.

Because it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on how well your retirement system performs. TIAA-CREF has been the premier retirement system for people in education and research for over 70 years. We have enabled over 200,000 people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. And over 1,000,000 more are now planning for the future with TIAA-CREF.
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Because it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on how well your retirement system performs. TIAA-CREF has been the premier retirement system for people in education and research for over 70 years. We have enabled over 200,000 people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. And over 1,000,000 more are now planning for the future with TIAA-CREF.

Because it does. Smart investors know that your future depends on how well your retirement system performs. TIAA-CREF has been the premier retirement system for people in education and research for over 70 years. We have enabled over 200,000 people like you to enjoy a comfortable retirement. And over 1,000,000 more are now planning for the future with TIAA-CREF.
Freedom Of Speech Threatened On Campuses

COMMENTS

by Jonathan D. Karl

Free speech is under attack on college campuses, and even in traditionally staunch defenders have joined in the assault.

Most journalism and free speech advocates are concerned about a proliferation of college speech codes so widespread that, according to Tom Campbell, "Nowhere is the First Amendment more impaled than on college campuses." As he offers the case with traditionally sound codes have been adopted with the best intentions: Campus racism is on the rise and something has to be done about it. So token measures are taken which exacerbate racial tensions and ignore the First Amendment.

Speech codes drafted in response to this important issue are dividing the American Civil Liberties Union, which has always moved toward an "absolute" position on free speech. While the Wisconsin and Michigan ACLU affiliates have used their respective state universities over the colleges, the northern and southern California affiliates adopted a resolution in July favoring narrowly drawn policies which permit harassment.

John Powell, national legal director of the ACLU, states: "My concern is less with the strength of the First Amendment than with the wave of racial harassment that has swept across the country. The campus is not only under the threat of being silenced, but divided.

Defending their resolution, the California affiliates argue that the legal need to balance the First Amendment against "conduct that interferes with the academic mission." They argue that the resolution only advocates a ban on speech in classroom debates and public disclosure is nothing students must endure or challenge with speech of their own. Free speech proponents such as Niel Finley aren't buying. Pointing out that codes brought under the codes will be "hard by experienced college judicial panels, not civil libertarians or ACLU attorneys, Finley denounces the inevitably vague nature of speech codes. "Most colleges whose "free process" hearings I've covered are unhealthily filled with the British Star Chamber model of the 17th century," he remarks sarcastically. "The place is filled with these broad and vague restrictions on speech."

Rules which limit speech are often as good as those which are silenced. Ebanor Holmes Norton, former President Jimmy Carter's head of the federal Employment Opportunity Commission, explained this ironic reality: "It is technically impossible to write an anti-speech code that cannot be twisted against speech nobody means to be, it has been tried and tried and tried.

Indeed, speech codes have been defended by voices for lesser modern than those of the ACLU's California affiliates. At Stanford University, law professors provided the philosophical rationale for a new student conduct policy that one omnibus standard counsel admitted "is not remotely in line with the First Amendment." ABA Journal, the publication of the American Bar Association, quotes Stanford Law professor Matt Masuda, who argues that traditional views of free speech as a self-serving cover for constitutional domination by majority cliques. In Ocevian fashion, advocates of the code argue that speech limitations would actually increase free speech and "vicious debate." Discriminatory speech, they reason, is meant to silence the victim.

Such arguments are not only clearly opposed to First Amendment principles, they also threaten to undercut the achievement of equal rights. Civil rights activists have always relied on speech as their principal weapon. In this run long, any compromise of principles of free speech weaken's the dreams of minorities.

In addition to infringing on free speech, these codes may actually falter racist. At the most recent student movement group 2 Live Crew, the music group at the University of Wisconsin Madison, has been cited for offensive views makes martgots out of the considered. Did the censoring of the album "As Nasty as They Wanna Be," the only anti-white lyrics of 2 Live Crew? Definitely no. It showed the band in publically, thereby propelling them to the top of the charts.

Alan Keys, a former assistant secretary of state, points out that such codes arise out of a racist and political impulse to "keep a subset of people from speaking.

In a debate with the professor who wrote the code adopted by Stanford University this spring, Keys argued against the "pervasive paternalist assumptions" upon which the code is founded. He represented the culture of the United States as a "no-man's-land" for the black population. He said: "I'm going to try to oppose this code, and I will actively fight the movement to restrict hate speech."

Racists in a problem which must be addressed with more than misguided measures like limiting offensive speech. Not only are such measures open to the charge that they drive minorities underground where it thrives. An academic environment characterized by "tolerant free speech and broad_input into is the goal.

The ACLU's John Powell forcefully argues: "The primary problem that we have is that some groups are seriously discussing such cases. He is always ready to expose and defeat the ignorance that brings us to where we are today."

The First Amendment is a protection for speech, not for silence. He asserts that the law has a right to control language and that speech restriction on campus will only have a chilling effect on the achievement of equal rights. Civil rights activists have always relied on speech as their principal weapon. In this long run, any compromise of the principles of free speech weaken's the dreams of minorities.
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Racists in a problem which must be addressed with more than misguided measures like limiting offensive speech. Not only are such measures open to the charge that they drive minorities underground where it thrives. An academic environment characterized by "tolerant free speech and broad_input into is the goal."
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The First Amendment is a protection for speech, not for silence. He asserts that the law has a right to control language and that speech restriction on campus will only have a chilling effect on the achievement of equal rights. Civil rights activists have always relied on speech as their principal weapon. In this long run, any compromise of the principles of free speech weaken's the dreams of minorities.

In addition to infringing on free speech, these codes may actually falter racist. At the most recent student movement group 2 Live Crew, the music group at the University of Wisconsin Madison, has been cited for offensive views makes martgots out of the considered. Did the censoring of the album "As Nasty as They Wanna Be," the only anti-white lyrics of 2 Live Crew? Definitely no. It showed the band in publically, thereby propelling them to the top of the charts.
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In a debate with the professor who wrote the code adopted by Stanford University this spring, Keys argued against the "pervasive paternalist assumptions" upon which the code is founded. He represented the culture of the United States as a "no-man's-land" for the black population. He said: "I'm going to try to oppose this code, and I will actively fight the movement to restrict hate speech."

Racists in a problem which must be addressed with more than misguided measures like limiting offensive speech. Not only are such measures open to the charge that they drive minorities underground where it thrives. An academic environment characterized by "tolerant free speech and broad_input into is the goal."

The ACLU's John Powell forcefully argues: "The primary problem that we have is that some groups are seriously discussing such cases. He is always ready to expose and defeat the ignorance that brings us to where we are today."

The First Amendment is a protection for speech, not for silence. He asserts that the law has a right to control language and that speech restriction on campus will only have a chilling effect on the achievement of equal rights. Civil rights activists have always relied on speech as their principal weapon. In this long run, any compromise of the principles of free speech weaken's the dreams of minorities.
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STUDENT LOAN PAYOFF PROGRAM

Advertising doesn’t cost - it pays!

553-5175

ATTENTION
Night Club & Banquet Center
present
Ladies Night...Every Wednesday

Bikini Contest with Big Big Cash Prize
Also, The Romeo Boys

Every Friday...
50 cent Draft All Night
Never a cover charge

It’s North County's Hottest Night Club
Ladies Don’t Miss This Opportunity
For more information call 838-6660

11936 W. Florissant
Located in Affani Center VIII
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DO YOU WANT TO SEE YOUR NAME IN PRINT?

THE CURRENTs looking for all kinds of ambitious, personable people.
Reporters, Ad sales, Photographers, and Editors.
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 2:00 p.m. in the Illinius Metal Office Bldg.
Room 1.

Please come join our happy staff. It looks great on a resume, and you

If the press didn’t tell us, who would?
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2-866-LP (866) with PFM monitor
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GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

WANTED

Contemporary Adult
Marketing Coordinator
for
Grey Eagle Distributors
St. Louis County Wholesaler of
Anheuser-Busch products

We offer part-time employment to an UM-St.
student, 21 or older, to represent the fine
goods. products of Anheuser-Busch.

Please send resume to
Steve Jones
Grey Eagle Distributors
2340 Millpark Drive
Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043
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ZENITH data systems

For Your Information and Order Form
CALL (800) 327-6224 or WRITE
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GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

To all the people who think the press goes
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — New claims
about the May 16th)

or colors with

Grey Eagle Distributors
Louis County Wholesaler of
Anheuser-Busch

3600 S. Florissant Rd., St. Louis, Mo. 63143

For more information call

838-6660

553-5175

Call Jim Crank at 553-6119
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